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Letter from the Editor

Ready, set, innovate!

H

ave you ever noticed that at the core of every innovative thinker
seems to be an unabashed willingness to blaze a new trail into
the unknown? It’s hard not to stand back in awe of their bravery.
Innovative thinking has never been more important. The pundits
often remind us that innovation is what drives the new economy. Evolving
and stretching the imagination is woven into the fiber of our being here at
Bayview Glen. It’s what we do every day. With that knowledge comes the
deep understanding that it’s imperative to build a supportive and positive
culture around risk-taking. When we pull back the curtain on every
innovative idea, there is almost always an extraordinary account of
setbacks, struggle and rock-solid support.

All that and more is reflected in our story about the exemplary robotics
programme at Bayview Glen. From the very beginning, you’ll find a group of
energetic parent volunteers and teachers supporting the students. Time and time again, team members
worked collaboratively to generate new ideas, problem-solve and build a better robot. Right behind
them were their volunteer leaders encouraging them to push the envelope and reach a little higher. The
tenacity and grit that’s synonymous with our robotics teams eventually led a group of students all the
way to the world stage, where they found themselves hoisting a championship trophy above their heads.
The successful BioBuilders club arrived at our school thanks to a fundamental change in the Ontario
biology curriculum, which sent one teacher on a journey of exploration. A visit to MIT in Boston and a
suitcase full of enthusiasm were the building blocks for this young club. Four years later, our students
spearheaded a campaign to help the planet’s honeybees through an innovative partnership with a
Canadian company.
Our alumni are contributing to society in a number of remarkable ways, including Brendon Pooran ’94.
The Toronto lawyer works tirelessly to improve the quality of life for people with disabilities and their
families. Yafa Sakkejha ’03, with her vibrant entrepreneurial spirit, is doing her part to contribute to
the vital importance of health and well-being. Her start-up company transformed lives by empowering
and educating her clients to eat and live differently. Like Brendon, Yafa’s story is rooted in the desire to
help others.
Look no further than a music room and you’ll find Amman Nurani intensely focussed on his electronic
keyboard and laptop. This Grade 10 student is blazing his own trail in the digital music scene while
studying hard and shooting a hockey puck whenever he can.
Our second edition of Viewpoint highlights a number of Bayview Glen innovative stories which are
simply the tip of the proverbial iceberg. We are immensely proud of our students and alumni. We are
continually inspired by their accomplishments.
An innovative spirit requires passion and drive. It’s the willingness to take a chance knowing you
might fail that is the differentiator. It’s difficult putting yourself out there with a new idea or concept
but it’s always easier when you have a trusted supporter at your side. At Bayview Glen, we like to
think it’s our entire community.

Karen Horsman, Editor,
Director of Communications
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Letter from
the Head

As

our second annual edition of Viewpoint goes to print, we are inspired by this
year’s theme of Innovation. Prior to choosing this theme, many topics were
considered. When we finally decided on Innovation, the reasons were twofold.

Firstly, Bayview Glen has always had a reputation for being progressive and innovative
because of our academically-challenging
programme. Part of our vision statement is
that “Our Graduates will stand out as adaptable,
responsible, connected global citizens who
demonstrate confidence and character.” In looking at the countless achievements our alumni
have attained, we felt compelled to tell some
of the stories that illustrated how these qualities
were put into action. We pride ourselves in hearing how our alumni have adapted their Bayview
Glen education to meet the needs of an everchanging world, oftentimes carving out new
paths for themselves and for others to follow.
Secondly, our current students and future graduates also feature in these stories. We are on the
cusp of a new era in education, and are transforming what it means to educate our children
by providing them with unique experiences that
develop creativity, an entrepreneurial mindset,
and capacity for innovation. The stories of these
students illustrate how education has changed
and where it is headed.

3

Our alumni are great examples to our current
students in how they have moulded their
Bayview Glen education into their chosen
career paths. Their stories demonstrate that
they have the sense of purpose and resilience
to seize opportunities that exist or to create
new ones. They are a powerful reminder of the
obligation we all have to educate students who
are confident and adaptable, and who honour
the school’s mandate of giving back and being
responsible citizens.
As we celebrate our country’s 150th year,
honouring the breakthroughs we have made
as a nation, it is only fitting that we look at our
Bayview Glen students, past and present, and
the contributions they have made towards
creating an innovative and inspiring future.

Eileen Daunt, Head of School
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Teams Ctrl-Z and RED collaborating on
FIRST LEGO League’s robot playing field.
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Robotics teams
solve real-world
problems
by Stuart Foxman
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CLOCK WISE FROM TOP LEF T: Ctrl-Z competing at the FIRST Championships

in St. Louis, April 2017; Ctrl-Z promoting STEM and FIRST LEGO League at
the FIRST Robotics Competition at Ryerson University, March, 2016;
Ctrl-Z operating its robot at the FIRST Championships in St. Louis, April 2012;
Team BLU at FIRST LEGO League regional tournament in Whitby, 2015;
Team RED at FIRST LEGO League regional tournament in Markham, 2015.
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If dogs could talk, they’d never stay lost long
Sometimes, great innovations come from such simple what-if questions. Of course, dogs
don’t have the power of human speech. But what if they could wear a special collar, one
that connects to the owner’s smartphone? What if that collar had an LED display and a
speaker? What if these were triggered when the dog wanders too far away, to broadcast
information about the owner?

Students identify challenges and solutions
Robotics isn’t just a club at Bayview Glen; it’s integrated into the
school curriculum. “It develops important digital fluency skills,”
says Jesse Denison, Director of Teaching and Learning at the
Lower School.
Applying robotics in everyday learning, he explains, engages
students in STEM learning, teaches them principles of the scientific process, and helps them to become proficient in creating and
developing sophisticated algorithms.
The appeal is the chance to create real-world solutions.
That’s a huge draw, says Denison, who is also a robotics coach.
FLL asks students to identify a problem related to a theme and to
propose an innovative remedy.
For example, last season the theme was ANIMAL ALLIES. Past
challenges have been based on topics such as climate, transportation and our aging society. The broad categories give the students
lots of flexibility. It’s a mental and technological test.

A

group of seven Bayview Glen students, aged
10-14, posed those queries and answered them with an
ingenious electronic device they called a Pinder (short
form of pet finder). Their prototype, robot and the core
values they demonstrated earned them top prize in the FIRST
LEGO League World Festival (FLL) this past April in St. Louis.

“These projects are open-ended and problem-based. There’s an
infinite number of ways to solve it, and that’s rewarding and challenging,” says Denison. “You don’t worry about science or math
at the start. You worry about the problem. We follow the path of
what students are interested in.”

FLL challenges kids to take on missions in a robot game. More
than 255,000 students from 32,000 teams take part. The winning
Bayview Glen squad, called Ctrl-Z, is just one of several from the
school that have turned robotics into an exciting team pursuit.
Here, the students get turned on to the subject matter; FIRST
means “For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology.” More than that, participants sharpen key traits:
things like critical thinking, collaboration, and the ability to
pitch and back up ideas.

For Denison’s Team RED, which won a FLL provincial award, the
problem was barn fires. For Ctrl-Z, it was lost pets. In both cases,
just arriving at the problem and brainstorming ways to address it
can take weeks. Sometimes a suggested solution sounds great, but
the students discover that it already exists. Not good enough. The
idea has to be original, a genuine invention or improvement.
When the team finally lands on one, the challenge is to design and
build it. That’s the technical side. Is the product marketable? Can
it sway a panel of judges? The entire exercise is part science class,
part workshop, part team sport and part Dragon’s Den.

“The tasks surrounding the competition expand way beyond
science,” says Eric Borromeo, a volunteer coach of Ctrl-Z. “The
programme gives that whole process of learning soft skills a
shot in the arm. That’s what this is all about.”

Creating some sort of sophisticated device is cool. As a coach,
Borromeo is just as fascinated to see the students navigate all of the
experimentation and testing along the way. It fosters perseverance
and ingenuity. Continued >>

ABOVE: Ctrl-Z’s 2017 World Championship

trophies and their innovation solution, the Pinder
Pet Finder.
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Denison recalls how the students reacted when they realized their
prototype actually worked. “They jumped up and down and burst
into applause,” he says.

Fail and try again
There’s a reason why his team is called Ctrl-Z, which is the
undo function in Windows-based programs. The team name
is a reminder of the need to fail, learn and try again. “It’s all
about re-working, undoing your mistakes and starting over,”
says Borromeo.

That exhilarating moment of achievement, realized by working
together on a voyage of discovery, defines the robotics teams.

“

For Pinder, the concept involved using Bluetooth on the collar.
Essentially, the collar would ping the dog owner’s phone. When
that connection was dropped it indicated that the dog was out
of range. (At one point, kids being kids, they put the collar on
a teammate to test the range.) Once that happened, the collar
would broadcast an “I’m a lost dog, call my owner” message.
Call it a virtual dog yelp for help.
Borromeo comes at his coaching role from a business background.
He works in banking at Wells Fargo, and his son, Justin,
(class of 2016) used to be on the robotics team. As he notes, the
wiring and programming is just part of the process. Ctrl-Z was
just as diligent with their market research as they were with the
technology of Pinder.
The students’ list of sponsors and advisors ranges from dog walkers and the Humane Society to entrepreneurship labs and angel
investors. Beyond confirming whether the electronics would work,
the students also had to assess how dogs would react to wearing
the collar, whether passersby would take note of the audio or
video display, and whether the product had commercial viability.
Denison’s Team RED worked just as hard on their ANIMAL
ALLIES invention, called a Thermo Bot. It’s an autonomous robot
with a built-in thermometer that constantly monitors the temperature of barn hay. The device relays that information to farmers’
phones via push notifications.
The genesis of the idea came when Team RED looked into the 2016
wildfires in Fort McMurray and what happened to displaced animals. That led to discussions with veterinarians, firefighters and researchers. The team pored over statistics on fatal barn fires, caused
by things like old electricals and spontaneous hay combustion.
It all led to another what-if question: what if you could use thermal sensors throughout a barn, and convey that information in
real-time to the farmer? The goal was to prevent barn fires and
save the animals and resources that would be destroyed.

 hey stick with it, not giving up when things get
T
difficult,” says Denison, who also coaches (along
with parents) three other robotics teams. “The
team keeps attacking a single problem, over and
over. You don’t teach resilience, but you develop
their ability to be resilient.”

Competition fuels drive
Besides groups like Team RED and Ctrl-Z, the school has playbased clubs that teach the basic principles of robotics. That’s
important too, but the coaches say that the FLL offers an
intriguing dynamic.
“It’s another arena in which to compete, without being on a sports
team,” says Denison.
The missions of the FLL help to inspire the cooperation and drive
that are such essential lessons in themselves.
“The fact that it’s a competition is what causes the kids to push
themselves as hard as they do,” says Borromeo. “There are robotics
clubs where you can learn. But there’s nothing like the pressure
of competition. It’s not about winning, but the prospect is a strong
motivational force.”
Students gain confidence as they go, and honour certain principles
too. At the FIRST Championships in St. Louis last spring, Ctrl-Z had
to present to the judges not just on the robotics (the design and
programming), but also on their research and on what’s called core
values – what they accomplished in the areas of inspiration, teamwork and gracious professionalism. It’s sort of like a speed round of
defending a thesis.
In time, the students might forget the specific algorithms they
used and the mechanics of their creations, says Borromeo. But
they’ll remember the bigger lessons of reflecting, imagining,
communicating, integrating and solving.

Soon the science lab resembled a makeshift farm. Team RED (it
stands for Robotics Elite Designers) built a prototype barn out of
cardboard, about 4x6 feet. From a farm just north of Whitby they
secured hay, which they hauled to the school in garbage bags and
spread in their test barn.

“The hook is the robot,” agrees Denison, “but this is 21st-century
learning.”

The Thermo Bot prototype was designed to do a circuit of the barn
every hour. The students built a set of tunnels, through which the
device would travel. Think of it as a security guard doing patrols.
In this case, it’s a remote fire sentry.

RIGHT: Volunteer Ctrl-Z coach Eric Borromeo and

team member Alex Alexiev.
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“The fact that it’s a competition
is what causes the kids to push
themselves as hard as they do,” says
Borromeo. “There are robotics clubs
where you can learn. But there’s nothing
like the pressure of competition. It’s not
about winning, but the prospect is a
strong motivational force.”
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A healthy start-up
Entrepreneurship is what this Bayview Glen ‘lifer’ is all about

by Karen Horsman

With her new Queen’s University commerce degree and a dream to run her own company,
Yafa Sakkejha ’03 knew three things: if you have an internet connection, a working list and
an idea, there’s no reason you can’t start your own business. That ‘can do’ attitude is what
the experts call an entrepreneurial mindset and for Yafa, it’s literally how she’s wired.

Y

afa’s parents came to Canada from the Middle East
to start a new life. Her father influenced her with his
own ideas about creating something of your own.
“We live in a world of such abundance of resources. It
seemed silly not to start your own business, blog or start-up.
I knew I would have to go through many failures to find that
one success but I was willing to try,” she says.

While working as a marketing consultant, Yafa never stopped
thinking about her goal to start a company. As someone who
always believed in good health and well-being, she was personally
experimenting with healthy juices, smoothies and raw food. Yafa
was amazed at the remarkable impact it was having on her life.
“It’s incredible what you can achieve with your own health when
you’re a self-starter. I just wanted to show and teach other people
what was possible,” she says. A business model began to form.
Partnering with a nutritionist, Yafa organized a series of health
retreats focussing on educating clients about living cleaner and
healthier lives through diet, exercise and meditation. The House
of Verona was born with an innovative twist. In the beginning,
there was no actual house. Yafa contacted businesses in cottage
country during the off season and negotiated deals on spaces to
hold her retreats.
Over the next five years, House of Verona flourished. It was
rewarding but hard work. “Being an entrepreneur means you’re
failing daily. You fail more times than you succeed, so resilience
is paramount,” she concluded.
Yafa credits her life at Bayview Glen for helping build her reservoir
of resilience that has served her so well. “It was things like the
Spring Festivals. I was picked as the narrator of the Three Little
Pigs. When you’re six years old, you don’t realize you’re being
groomed and nurtured as a public speaker,” she says.

10

Public speaking and having the confidence to voice an opinion is
a stand-out memory for Yafa. She was a member of the Grade 9
debating team when the club was in its infancy. The teacher at the
time, Mr. George, signed the students up for an elite tournament
at the University of Toronto. Yafa remembers feeling nervous
and unsure of how they would do. “Mr. George told us we could
do this. We got 10th out of 11 in our category but that was okay
because we went back to the school and tried even harder!”
There were many Bayview Glen highlights, since Yafa spent her
entire childhood at the school. At the age of four, she ran and
played in the Valley. When BVG made the move to Duncan Mill,
it’s the river and greenery in the back she remembers most. “We
had this gorgeous parkland in our backyard. We would hike, bike
and explore through this lush landscape,” she says.
Trying something new was encouraged on a regular basis. Yafa
remembers wanting to publish one of her stories in the school
newsletter. It was suggested she should start her own newspaper
instead. And that’s exactly what she did.
Experimenting and trying new things was the norm for Yafa, and
so was giving back. “It’s not like we were told we had to volunteer
at the school so we could put it on a resume. We were told if you
want to live in an environment that is just, equal and safe, you
really need to think of others.”
Yafa continues to think of others every day. She eventually went
to work with her father in health benefits to ensure people are
taken care of. Together, they work side by side on new ideas to
grow the business. Whether it’s motivating people to choose
healthier lives or assisting an employee to navigate their health
plan, Yafa finds her work fulfilling. “Sometimes it’s a bunch of
tiny reasons to believe. Helping people make life altering changes
is incredibly rewarding.”
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“It was things like the
Spring Festivals. I was picked as
the narrator of the Three Little Pigs.
When you’re six years old, you don’t
realize you’re being groomed and
nurtured as a public speaker.”
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A new path, a life’s work
by Ron Sylvester

Even in one of the country’s most esteemed oncology labs, a controlled environment and
rigorous procedure may still produce unexpected outcomes; preliminary data, reexamined, may demand radically different interpretations, and it may be difficult to know
how to proceed. In such experiments, answers don’t always come from objective analysis,
and so the ongoing work may demand a new path, and lead to unknown places.

In

the summer of 2017, Milani Sivapragasam ’10 was
in the third year of the MD/PhD dual-degree
program at McGill University, comparatively early
in the education that would fulfill her aspirations
of being a cancer researcher and oncologist. However, one
conversation with her PhD supervisor left her re-examining
her future. “My supervisor was concerned that I didn’t ‘eat,
breathe, sleep science’ and felt that a PhD in her lab was
not the place for me,” Milani explains. “I realized that while
I cared about cancer biology, working with my hands and
bench science did not come naturally to me…the type of
research felt too removed from the patient.” Still, this was
a difficult realization, and to Milani, it felt like the failure
an experimental scientist so often faces: her supervisor was
suggesting that basic cancer research was not Milani’s true
long-term calling.
It was in thinking of her time at Bayview Glen that Milani came
to some conclusions about the best course for her future. Milani
felt that Bayview Glen developed her capacity for leadership and
instilled within her a drive to better the communities in which
she works. At Bayview Glen, this came in the realm of community
service. “I volunteered locally and globally myself, but felt that
my individual acts of service were not enough,” Milani says.
Indeed, Milani worked tirelessly to foster a spirit of service in
the entire student body as Head of Community Service on the
Student Council and founding a Free the Children Youth in Action
group. Upon leaving Bayview Glen, Milani says “I continued to
feel drawn to being a leader who addresses complex problems to
achieve systemic impact.” During her Bachelor’s degree at
Western University, Milani developed a scholarship program for
health professions students in Rwanda and now at McGill, Milani
recently received the Medical Students’ Society Leadership Award
for significant contributions to medical education.
12

In envisioning her career as a physician, Milani greatly values the
healing doctor-patient relationship but knows that she will always
want to be a leader tackling large-scale issues. She says “My heart
is really with patients and using research to improve lives for patients.” Milani has made the difficult decision to leave the MD/PhD
program with a Master’s degree from her current laboratory. She
feels that completing medical school and increasing her exposure
to patient needs will help her find her niche. Many advised Milani
that completing the PhD would be a useful currency and that she
may not have time for a PhD later in life. Again, Milani thought
back to Bayview Glen: “At BVG, I gained an appreciation for lifelong learning and saw my education as a tool to make a difference
in the world.” Further along in her medical training, Milani has
no doubt she will pursue higher education that is in her true niche
and will give her the skills to meaningfully impact healthcare.
This self-reflection provides Milani with guidance, of course, but it
is not a solution. It is Milani’s nature to have more questions than
answers, and so the parameters of this experiment – her true life’s
work – will always be in flux: calculations will require adjustment,
and setbacks will lead to unanticipated, vexing results, but experimentation, by definition, precludes failure. “I still have not found
my place,” she acknowledges, and Milani is willing to make peace
with this uncertainty. But where she is meant to be is not so much
about place as it is about Milani herself: seeing individuals and
communities grow as a result of her efforts, she will know she’s
found her place; she will feel it. It’s not exactly scientific method,
but even the dedicated hard-science researcher must sometimes
look away from the experiment, must look inward, and discover
what she knows and has always known to be true.
Ron Sylvester acknowledges and appreciates Milani Sivapragasam’s
contributions to “A new path, a life’s work.”
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“My heart is really with patients
and using research to improve
lives for patients."

ABOVE: Milani at a Round Square Americas
Regional Conference in Chincha, Peru, 2008.
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Born to advocate
One alumnus’ fight for change
by Karen Horsman

When they say the apple doesn’t fall from the tree, they must be thinking about Brendon
Pooran ’94. Families who take care and support people with disabilities can sometimes
find themselves isolated and without a voice. Brendon’s parents fought tirelessly on
behalf of his two sisters and others who needed extra assistance. They were strong and
effective advocates.

H

is family was a constant source of inspiration for
Brendon who found growing up with an awareness of
disability-related issues hugely impactful. “I started
to see things through a human rights lens. I saw quite
a few challenges for people with disabilities in all areas of life
whether it be in education, employment or the right to make
their own decisions. There were constant barriers that were
being faced,” he says.

From an early age, Brendon was a ‘big fan’ of the Canadian
Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms. He studied it extensively during his post-secondary years. The piece of legislation is
somewhat unique in that Canada is one of the only countries in
the world that has protections entrenched in its constitution for
people with disabilities.
An interest in the Charter wasn’t the only reason Brendon’s life plan
began to take shape. There were other influences: “Along with my
parents, I had teachers at Bayview Glen that guided me in the area
of law, politics, and social sciences and my path became clearer. I
began to see law as an area to affect social change,” he says. “I was
then lucky enough to meet Cheryl, my partner in life and at work,
with whom I share common values, goals and interests.”
As Brendon was graduating law school in 2005, the Accessibility
for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) was just being introduced. He quickly became involved and helped draft compliance
assistance materials. The focus was on getting information to
businesses and the public so they could more easily understand
what was involved with the AODA. It’s not an easy task to make a
piece of government legislation user-friendly never mind getting
people engaged and motivated to make change. As a natural communicator, Brendon thrived in this undertaking. His knowledge
and passion for the topic made him an ideal change agent. Like his
parents before him, he began his journey as an advocate.

14

“We wanted to get the public behind us and get people to really understand what these issues are all about.” But Brendon is quick to
point out it has not been a solo journey. “Advocates in policy work
and law reform never do it on their own. It’s a matter of building
relationships and building alliances with people with common visions and goals. This to me is the magic ingredient – making sure
you have allies,” he says.
Cold-calling isn’t fun. Making pitches to people with no background
in the issues isn’t easy so tapping into a reservoir of patience has
served Brendon well. Changes to social-assistance benefits and
enhancements to federal programmes are some of the hard-fought
victories so far. Brendon’s law firm is currently focussing its law
reform efforts on inclusive housing, the promotion of financial
security and the right to exercise legal capacity for the disabled.
At the heart of Brendon’s work is educating, communicating and
helping others. “Our victories are primarily from helping families
take action on behalf of their loved ones. A lot of our work is going
around the country speaking to families facing challenges and
helping them design a plan so they can sleep at night.”
Fighting on behalf of others is a calling often instilled at an early
age. That was certainly Brendon’s experience, and now his own
children are following in his footsteps.
After a Grade 1 Spring festival earlier this year, word started to
spread that one of the performances didn’t end when the curtain
closed. Brendon and Cheryl’s twin daughters were so inspired by
the show’s African theme that they did more research. Cienne and
Nya concluded there were children who could use their help. They
created a presentation and promotional material for their fellow
classmates on Unicef’s famine-relief campaign. At six years old, the
Pooran sisters were already blazing their own trail of advocacy for
those in need. The apple indeed does not fall far from the tree.
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“Advocates in policy work and
law reform never do it on their own.
It’s a matter of building relationships
and building alliances with people
with common visions and goals.
This to me is the magic ingredient –
making sure you have allies.”
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A bite of the Big Apple
by Norm Reynolds

Jordyn Taylor ’08 and Olivia Nightingale ’08 were among the first students I taught at
Bayview Glen. To this day, Jordyn and Olivia still remember allusions I made in my
Writer’s Craft class to must-read novels (like Fifth Business) or must-see movies
(Ordinary People), works to know if you wanted to consider yourself artistically literate!
I try to connect with Jordyn and Olivia whenever I am in New York.

It

is quite a road from Bayview Glen to New York City,
but the Big Apple is where both Jordyn and Olivia
reside today. How they ended up individually
pursuing their passions but still connected in NYC is
a story worth telling.

mentally and physically exhausting, but what kept her going was
knowing journalism is more important than ever. “I will say that
we have to work harder... to read between the lines.” Jordyn and
her team had to interpret the daily onslaught of events happening
in Washington and around the world carefully, “critically analyzing the official political message beyond face value,” she says.
Olivia’s Story:
Olivia’s (“Livi” to Jordyn) post-BVG journey began with an undergraduate degree at Wilfrid Laurier University in Political Science
with a focus on International Development.

Jordyn’s story:
Jordyn was a devoted English student and regular performer
on stage at BVG in such plays as You Can’t Take It With You and
Shakespeare’s The Dream. Her writing and performing abilities
were highlighted as she pursued her undergraduate degree at
Hamilton College in Clinton, NY. (Jordyn used her Titania
monologue from The Dream for her first mainstage audition
freshman year and got cast.) She decided to pursue journalism
in her junior year and applied to the Master's programme in
her senior year (2012).

She moved to New York in 2013 to pursue a Master of Science in
Global Affairs at NYU. In 2015, she began working at the American Jewish World Service, a human rights organization that
supports grassroots civil-society groups in 19 countries all over
the world. Olivia is the Program Associate for Civil and Political Rights and Humanitarian Response. In the current political
climate, Olivia says she’s “increasingly motivated to support the
rights of groups that are increasingly oppressed.”

Jordyn moved to Queens and did a Master's in journalism at New
York University. “My first semester of journalism graduate school
at NYU, Hurricane Sandy devastated New Jersey and New York. In
the days following the storm, my professor gave me and a classmate
an assignment: go into New Jersey and come back with a story. We
spoke to people whose homes had been destroyed and who were
still waiting for federal aid. It was the first time I realized my ability
as a reporter, to do good and enact change,” she says.
After graduating in 2013, she worked as a staff reporter for the
New York Observer, covering a variety of topics, including health,
style, tech, culture and reality TV.
Jordyn moved to Mic in 2015, where she worked as a News Editor.
She managed a team of reporters covering breaking and trending news in the US and around the world. The job was 24/7 and
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Olivia is a part of a team that, among many initiatives, must be
sensitive to security concerns. “How do you help with funding,
working with organizations who don’t have registration in the
countries where they work? Many do not have audited financials”
says Olivia. “How will we get money to this organization? Figuring
out different ways to channel funds demands innovation in this
sensitive time.”
While working on her thesis on microfinance at NYU, she interviewed incredible women in remote communities in Uganda. “The
women had brilliant lending schemes. I began to think, why work
for the US government, or UN, organizations that are completely
detached from what communities need, especially women?” Like
Jordyn, Olivia found a way to pursue pragmatic passion rooted in
a deeply-felt idealism.
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Olivia and Jordyn:
Jordyn says that “Livi moving to NYC was the most wonderful gift
because I finally felt like I had family with me in the city. We had a
weekly routine when she was finished one of her evening classes;
she would pick up pad Thai from our favorite spot in the East
Village and we'd eat it on my couch in my tiny apartment and feel
like we were home.”

Two Alumnae take a treasure
trove of Bayview Glen memories
and a close friendship to
New York City.

Olivia was Jordyn’s maid of honour at her wedding. She was by
Jordyn’s side as she picked out her wedding dress and slogged
through many overwhelming planning details.
Though they miss the civility of Toronto, both know they are at
the heart of things in one of the world’s most dynamic cities.

ABOVE: Jordyn and Oliva in Times Square in the
summer of 2017. INSET: Jordyn’s wedding, 2016.
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Swallowtail Lighthouse, Grand Manan Island,
New Brunswick. July 2017.
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A global perspective
A teacher’s adventuresome spirit shapes
a remarkable mentor

by Karen Horsman
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Ready for adventure

There’s nothing traditional about Melody Russell’s
journey. From PEI, to Damascus to Uganda, Melody’s
story is fueled by a healthy dose of ingrained curiosity
and the need to explore beyond the next horizon.
A new beginning

O

ne could argue her curiosity
was influenced by several things.
Her parents were always
intrigued by other cultures, with
her father having a particular interest in
China. It was easy to find an atlas in her
childhood home in PEI and there were
many robust conversations about other
lands. Melody was also an avid reader
who longed to explore the globe. There
was a large Lebanese community on the
island and she found herself immersed in
the culture and the stories from that part
of the world. The exposure to Arabic and
Middle Eastern traditions was to have a
major impact on Melody as her adventurous spirit grew. “I think when you grow
up on an island, you sit on a beach and
look out over the water and wonder, huh,
what else is out there?” she says.
The island culture also instills a love of
music and theatre in many of its residents.
In fact, Melody’s passion for theatre dominated her early academic years. She went
on to participate in children’s theatre and
thrived in the arts world, where she found
a sense of belonging.

Melody was still involved in theatre
in Grade 11 but something changed.
Her family moved to Saint John,
New Brunswick and she learned to
adapt to shifting environments. At her
new school, Melody was enrolled in an
advanced chemistry class and the
subject matter was quite different from
her old school. It was a turning point
since she soon realized that not only
was she good at the arts, she also found
science fascinating.
She went on to the University of New
Brunswick to study sciences, earning top
results in her class. It was Melody’s academic standing that caught the attention
of the Dean and she was asked to join a
mentor programme. Her training as a
mentor encapsulated a range of issues
from time management to eating disorders. It was an amazing experience. “This
is where the idea of becoming a teacher
began,” she says. “Helping and supporting
students was so rewarding. I was inspired
to pass on my love of science to others.”
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Melody’s first teaching job was in a high
school in Calgary but the itch to travel was
getting stronger. With the reality of
student loans and the drive to teach, she
knew it wasn’t going to be easy. Then a
door opened. An off-the-cuff comment in
the staff lounge about an opening for a
chemistry teacher at a school in Damascus
was all it took. Not long afterwards, her
bags were packed and she was off to Syria.
She had just settled in and begun her
tenure at a well-established international
school when she woke on September 11th
to the news of the attacks on the United
States. It was an uncertain time for everyone but Melody says she felt well taken
care of by school officials and a thorough
exit strategy was put in place. Fortunately, there was never a need to leave the
country and her stay in Syria was a time
of growth and exploration. She formed
meaningful friendships and traveled
extensively in the region to immerse herself in the culture. But the call home was
strong and after four years, it was time to
head back to Canada.
She returned to a new home in Toronto
and became a member of the faculty at
Bayview Glen. The mentoring role she had
been assigned so early in her career became all the more relevant as she quickly
embraced the Upper School mentoring
programme.
Melody’s insatiable curiosity and desire to
help struck once again as she was watching a documentary one evening called
Invisible Children. The story focussed on
Northern Uganda when the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) was waging war on
the people of that country. At the end of
the film, there were suggestions on how
to help, including a teacher exchange
programme.
That summer, with passport in hand,
Melody went to Uganda to partner with
a teacher at an all-boys school. Many
of the students and families had been
directly impacted by the brutality of the
LRA. The exchange programme’s focus
was on building a relationship with the
host teacher and sharing experiences and
educational perspectives. There were also
110 students in each class. Melody remembers how the boys would carry their
chairs from class to class and rush to sit at
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of philosophies: “In Uganda, teaching was
not a well-respected profession. Part of the
relationship was to emphasise the importance of the role,” she says. “One of the
most impactful aspects of the programme
for me was the discussions around ethics
of aid and exchanges versus the concept of
trying to fix something. I think about a lot
of these ideas on Round Square trips.”

the front. “People don’t often think about
innovation in an environment where students have to carry their chairs and there’s
no internet or text books but that’s exactly
the situation when you have to dig deep
and think of creative ideas,” she says.

ABOVE FROM TOP: Damascus Community School,

2004; Joseph’s Layibi College in Gulu, Uganda,
2009; Teachers from Gulu in Bryant Park in New
York City, 2010.

Her teaching partner, Odong Robert, had
a single copy of the curriculum so together
they developed labs that could be more
easily distributed to the students. Melody
brought an old laptop and at an internet café, she showed Odong how to find
resources online. They worked together to
adapt many of the activities using materials on hand. There was also the sharing
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Odong Robert was one of six teachers to
be chosen for the North American part of
the exchange. Melody flew to New York to
help with the orientation for the Ugandan
teachers and to reconnect with Odong.
It was a thrill for her to see the teachers
experience so many firsts, like snow
and outdoor skating. It was another deep
connection made through mentoring
and learning.
For 13 years Bayview Glen has become
home. Melody has mentored and taught
countless students who have benefited
from that insatiable curiosity and her
legendary work ethic. As for what’s next?
There’s a good chance, during a break
from school, it may involve a suitcase and
a burning desire to explore what is over
the next horizon.
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A campus master plan
by Eileen Daunt

The completion of the Moatfield Campus
Plan transformed the teaching and learning environment in a way that could not
have been predicted: it became the new
face of Bayview Glen, which allowed our
entire school to take its rightful place in
the Independent School environment.
22

Our Strategic Framework 2020 continues
to build on this success with the mandate
to develop a “long-term unified campus
master plan” that not only supports
excellence in learning but also builds the
look and feel of one campus.
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Enter the plans for our new Lower School campus, which
will not only provide the same look and feel as Moatfield
but will also include:
• A new Athletic Complex complete with indoor swimming

pool and gymnasium
• New entrance way and reception
• Completely transformed arrival area off Moatfield Drive
• Refurbished interiors to enhance student learning
• New windows, heating and air-conditioning
• Re-landscaping of exterior spaces

T

here is no doubt that making these changes
will allow the exterior of our Lower School to
match the interior. We all know what a terrific
school Bayview Glen is and the magic that
happens each day within its walls; now, this will be
reflected on the outside.

One of the key changes in this plan is the closing of our
Duncan Mill Road exit/entrance. Both schools will now front
onto Moatfield Drive and will be visually connected.
Other improvements will be enhanced programme spaces,
i.e. a new Robotics Lab, and new Music Room.

Our hope is to break ground in late 2018, with a planned
construction phase of eighteen months.
Exciting times!

LEF T PAGE: Athletic Complex indoor swimming
pool; ABOVE: Athletic Complex gymnasium; Lower
School reception; BACK COVER: Lower School

main entrance on Moatfield Drive. All images are
artist renderings.
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The BioBuilders team on the rooftop garden at
Moatfield Campus.
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From Boston’s MIT to our
rooftop garden: Bayview Glen’s
BioBuilders journey
By Kristin Carpenter

It was late June, 2014. School was just out and it was the time of year when teachers
reflect and think about their plans for September. Having taught Advanced Placement
(AP) Biology for a few years, I had just completed teaching new curriculum. AP Biology
made a significant change in the structure of the course, shifting away from a
content heavy focus, to a different style of learning. Labs were not recipes anymore,
but rather open ended, big picture concepts that challenged students to design their
own experiments based on their individual questions. It was hard work – both for the
students and for me to shift from a traditional style of teaching and learning to one
that focussed on bigger connecting themes that spanned the course. Little did I know,
this shift would lead to a remarkable opportunity for our students to collaborate
globally and use biology to help our planet.

At

the time, I was thankful for the chance to
challenge myself as an educator and to encourage my
students to think outside the box – something
that traditionally hadn’t always happened in a
biology classroom. Biology is the study of life – how organisms
work together to create living, breathing ecosystems. It is organic
at its very core, so when I read an article at the time about an
emerging field of biology termed “synthetic biology”, I was
intrigued.
Synthetic biology is defined as “an emerging area of research that
can broadly be described as the design and construction of novel
artificial pathways, or the redesign of existing natural biological
systems”. In other words, it’s biology meets engineering as a way
of solving real world problems. The article I read had links to
an organization called iGEM which challenges post-secondary
students to compete as teams to develop biologically engineered
solutions to a problem of their choice. For example, teams have
worked on biodegradable foam that doesn’t go moldy and a
biosensor to test milk for the presence of antibiotics. The list of
Continued >>

BioBuilders club members painting BVG’s
beehive boxes.
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impressive projects is extensive and teams from around the world
have developed, designed and sometimes even built these biological solutions. While iGEM focusses on university students, I
discovered that a small group of MIT professors, led by Dr. Natalie
Kuldell, had created a modified version for high school students.
Thus began the story of BioBuilders.
Exporting an idea home
Dr. Kuldell, a professor in the Department of Biological Engineering at MIT, not only created BioBuilders, she runs summer workshops for teachers interested in bringing concepts from the field
into an inquiry-based classroom and also serves as an advisor
for BioBuilders clubs around the world. Of course, I had to go to
the summer workshop, so I packed my bags and headed to MIT
to immerse myself in the field of synthetic biology. The three days
I spent at MIT were truly an inspiration. I met teachers from all
across the US and learned that many secondary schools around
the world were already tackling some very challenging problems
and coming up with innovative, creative and most importantly,
biologically based solutions. Dr. Kuldell’s main focus was to let
go of the “nitty gritty of biology” and to start with the big questions. She had us step into the role of our students and to start
with identifying a problem. We were encouraged to let go of the
“how” and to really focus on the “what and the why.” I came back
from Boston excited to share my knowledge with my students
and I knew that at Bayview Glen, we definitely had the makings
of a great BioBuilders team.
Fast forward to September of 2014 when I approached one of our
students, Yong Shen ’15 to see if he would be interested in heading
up this club for the first time. Of course, he accepted. Yong was the
right student to lead our inaugural BioBuilders club – his passion
and interest in science made him a perfect fit and he was excited
to get our club off the ground. To begin with, we foccussed on
getting students interested, developing skills and making connections with other teams. Yong led a series of lab-based workshops
teaching students the basics of bioengineering techniques and
challenging them to develop a problem-solving mindset. Yong
graduated from Bayview Glen in 2015 and is currently in his third
year at Harvard University where he has continued his involvement as one of the co-presidents of the Harvard iGEM club. When
Yong and I reconnected this past summer, we spoke about the
enormous benefits of having a BioBuilders club at the high school
level. “Some say the 21st century is the century of information. I
bet the 22nd century is the century of biology”, he said.

“

BioBuilders also allows students to interact with mentors and
other student groups from around the world and Yong enjoyed the
global aspect of the club. “It is so important nowadays to foster
collaboration between different groups because no one can solve
a problem alone. It’s a great way to develop our teamwork and
communication skills,” he added. When asked what made him
continue his involvement through iGEM he told me, “The more
people know about synthetic biology, the more interest synthetic
biology will receive and the more people will appreciate life and
human ingenuity.”
Taking it to the next level
In our second year as a club, we decided to take on the issue of the
decline of honeybees in urban settings. Led by Lily Laevens ’17,
the group spent the year working to genetically transform bacteria
so that it would emit a scent similar to the chemicals that attract
honeybees to flower sources. Lily jumped at the chance to lead
the club for the past two years. “Having the opportunity to learn
university level science in high school is invaluable,” she says.
Lily’s group was concerned about the growing problem of colony
collapse disorder and the effect of pesticides on honeybees. They
received great feedback at the symposium they presented at MIT
and with a second year under their belts, the BioBuilders club had
been firmly established at Bayview Glen. Work began in earnest
for year three as strategizing for a new project got underway.
Except in reality, we never really moved on from the bees. Our
BioBuilders were still thinking about the honeybees and through
their research on the project, they learned about an emerging
group of urban beekeepers, Alveole, a Montreal-based company.
Alveole was created by three friends passionate about bees but
also passionate about educating the public of their importance
in our ecosystems. Today, they work with companies and schools
across Canada to increase awareness of urban beekeeping and to
bring hives into cities and schools. A connection was made and
Bayview Glen was accepted as a site for an urban honeybee hive.
When asked about her time with BioBuilders, Lily told me; “The
most memorable part would have to be our partnership with
Alveole. It was so gratifying to see the club recognized. It was
an un-bee-lievable experience!” We are so excited to be working
with the company as our first hive was installed on the rooftop
garden in May of this year. This fall, we enjoyed the fruits of
our bees’ labor as we harvested and produced Bayview Glen’s
very own honey made right on our roof. Now that’s something
to buzz about.

 e are on the cusp of a much greater understanding
W
of life itself and we all have the opportunity to ride the
wave of innovation and discovery. Having something
like BioBuilders exposes students as early as possible
to the emerging fields of synthetic biology and biotechnology and will (hopefully) influence the way
students look at biology and think about what it can
offer to make the world a better place.”
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10KG

Amount of honey
Bayview Glen’s hive
produced this year.

BEE FAST FACTS

2.6 km

Distance to the next
closest hive to Bayview
Glen’s. The bees will
often forage together.

35°

Temperature the hive
is heated all winter long.
Keeping our bees
wrapped up for winter.
Upper School teacher Kristin Carpenter and
BioBuilders leader Lily Laevens ’17 on the
Moatfield campus rooftop garden.
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Taking the digital music
industry by storm
by Stuart Foxman
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When you know the rules, you can break
them. That’s how Amman rekindled his enthusiasm, finding new musical languages
in the most modern of genres.
He was already into house music, a type of
electronic music. When he heard the group
Swedish House Mafia, Amman says, “I was
mesmerized by the sounds they pulled
together. I had no knowledge of how it was
made. It was like nothing I had heard before.”

What’s an instrument? If you asked Amman
Nurani at age five, he’d have said piano. That’s
when he started taking lessons. Today, he makes
music with another sort of keyboard: the one
attached to his computer. His mouse and various
knobs and buttons are also his instruments.

A

mman composes electronic music.
That’s the broad category, and it has
several sub-genres. He’s partial to one
called future-bass. Digital technology
gives Amman access to a palette of sounds,
which he’s a master at manipulating. He
snagged a recording deal to create an EP and
an album, and dreams of being a DJ and a
touring artist.
Not bad for someone who just started
Grade 10.

Employing special hardware and software,
Amman spends countless hours tinkering
to come up with unique tones, rhythms and
atmospheres. “You start with a wave of sound.
Then you layer sounds on top of sounds and
apply effects to create your own sounds,”
he says.
Single-minded when creating, Amman is also
well-rounded. At Bayview Glen, besides music (his favourite subject) he also likes English
and gym. He handles percussion in the Grade
9-10 band (from bongos to xylophones), plays
basketball and hockey, and enjoys video
games and hanging out with friends.

They’re typical teenage pursuits, except for
the fact that Amman is already a signed artist.
How does that happen at 15? Talent has to
meet passion.
A few years after starting piano, Amman was
accepted to the Royal Conservatory of Music.
Over time, the program discouraged him.
“It was really strenuous: a ton of work, and
stressful. It kind of took the joy out of playing.”
He thought of quitting a few times, and
eventually did in Grade 8. Amman still liked
playing classical pieces, but was even more
drawn to finding new patterns by chance.
“I could sit for hours and play…whatever. Just
hit the notes and see what sounds good. I
would experiment, not with any music in
front of me, not playing by the rules,” he says.

Like nothing I
had heard before.”

He became even more excited upon discovering Martin Garrix, a Dutch DJ, musician and
producer. “He got me really interested into
more of club music and dance music,” he says.
At one time, Amman downloaded some
mixing tool and started to craft tracks on his
laptop just for fun. He set it aside, but around
the time he turned 13, he started paying a lot
more attention to how his favourite tracks
were structured.
That whole summer of 2015, he played
around with software called Logic, a step up
from Garage Band. YouTube helped with
tutorials and then he created his own house
music by trial and error.
“I wanted to learn more about the art and take
my music to the next level,” he says. So
Amman found a Toronto artist training and
development program called The Noize
Faktory. It’s a studio workshop centre for
people who are serious about advancing in
the industry.
There, Amman got a solid grounding in the
technical parts of making music. He used a
programme called Ableton to form tracks,
and showed such promise that The Noize
Faktory put him on their label in February
2017, and they helped him team up with
featured vocalists.
His parents are excited for his early success,
but keep him rooted too. “They’re still really
strict about school work,” says Amman. “I
have to maintain a balance between music,
school and everything else.”
His EP should be out by this fall. It’s called
Begin to Fly, and for Amman the meaning
is literal. “It’s my debut and I feel like this is
where I take off.”

ABOVE: At the age of five, Amman was already

playing piano.
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Class Notes

Alumni Reunion
Celebrating five honoured classes: 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, 2012
Batch, Toronto, May 5, 2017

CL ASS OF 1992 FROM LEF T TO RIGHT:

Ali Hussain, Paul Mand, Jabir Rustom,
Michael MacCorkindale
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Class Notes

Karima Dharssi ’02
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO ENGINEERING GRADUATE

“I spent my entire academic life at BVG. When I think
back to what I remember most it’s that the school was
so diverse. Without even realizing it, we celebrated each
other’s cultures and were simply open to other people’s
backgrounds. We would celebrate all kinds of holidays
and wished each other whatever they were celebrating.
It was awesome.”

Ari Najarian ’02
IT SPECIALIST AND COMPANY OWNER

“I owe my love for technology and entrepreneurship solely
to BVG. When I was in grade 8, I wrote my first computer
programme. My teachers recognized my passion so they
took me aside and gave me extra time and support to
develop my ideas. I am also in the military reserve. The
wilderness trips I experienced at BVG were instrumental in
exposing me to the benefits of the outdoors.”

Tarra Williamson ’97 (pictured)
BUSINESS OWNER AND HOBBY FARMER

“I have always had an entrepreneurial mindset. I’ve had
a varied career. I spent 16 years running my own clothing stores. Then I worked for Apple and now I work for a
tech start-up. My husband and I also run a hobby farm
that we’re looking to run more as a business. We ran our
first famer’s market this summer. Teachers at BVG really
helped harness my passion and helped drive it home.
I’m incredibly grateful.”
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Class Notes

Katherine Backman ’07
PEDIATRIC RESIDENT

“After graduation, I began in Forensic Sciences but I had
my heart set on Med School. I didn’t get in right away but I
worked really hard and realized keeping an open mind was
so important. I’m still very close to several friends from
Bayview Glen. All of us were encouraged to do volunteer
work, become involved in the community, and then go out
and better our environment. That has absolutely helped
with my values.”

Victoria Clemmer ’07
Kelly Thompson ’07

AUTO MECHANIC

CHANGE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

“I work for Chrysler rebuilding engines and servicing cars.
My goal is to set up an all-female build team with women
from different areas of the automotive industry. I also
speak to women in the colleges to encourage them to go
into the skilled trades. I still visit BVG every year to see the
teachers that nurtured me and treated me like family.”

“I help organizations through large-scale transformations.
At Bayview Glen, I was also encouraged to do what my gut
told me to do, not what was expected of me. I loved the
sense of community in the Upper School. That contributed
to my choice to attend Acadia University because of the
smaller, warm setting which was so familiar to me.”

Alexis Paradis ’07
WORKING ON MASTERS IN ACCOUNTING

“The most important thing I’ve learned so far is that everyone
has a story. Compassion and understanding other people’s
perspective are what it’s all about. If I could give once piece
of advice to students it is that you don’t need a direct path.
Find something that interests you and go from there!”

CL ASS OF 2007, LEF T TO RIGHT: Gurraj Ghotra, Dimitry Bury,

Andrew Nicholl, Sonam Shah, Michael Shaw, Alexis Paradis,
Kelly Thompson, Victoria Clemmer, Jamie Lee, Robyn Richardson,
Katherine Backman, Emily Jankun, Wen-Hung Lue, Andrew Tai-Pow,
Michael Przybylowski
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Class Notes

Adriana Dekirmendijian ’12

Harrish Sinnadurai ’12

PEDIATRIC UROLOGY RESEARCH ASSISTANT

REAL ESTATE AGENT

“One of my fondest memories from the Upper School was
the student common area. It really solidified the idea we
were seniors and everyone bonded over that. There was a
group of us that started in Senior Kindergarten and went
all the way through. We are still close friends to this day.
One thing I’ve learned is that life is very unexpected. Part
of the beauty is enjoying the journey.”

“What struck me most about BVG was the small class sizes.
Since you were around each other every single day, it’s
almost like you got to see them as an extension of yourself. It’s kind of like these 82 kids around me, each has a bit
of me in them and I have a bit of them in me. This is my
community. It has made me who I am.”

Steven Dimitropoulos ’12
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE GRAD AND WORKING TOWARDS CPA

“The two years I spent at BVG were the best two years of
my life! I felt like I mattered and the teachers really cared
about my success. You could tell they genuinely wanted me
to do well. The accounting courses I took really sparked my
interest in commerce and business. Plus, the collaboration
skills I learned at the Upper School really help me with my
group work at university.”

CL ASS OF 2012, LEF T TO RIGHT: Steven Dimitropoulos,

Spencer Estey, Adriana Dekirmendjian, Leanne Przybylowski,
Harrish Sinnadurai
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Artist rendering of new Lower School
main entrance.

